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Follow Me To Freedom Leading
FACE masks will remain in Scotland beyond ‘Freedom Day’, Nicola Sturgeon confirmed today. The First Minister has refused to follow Boris Johnson’s lead
in England as she ...

Nicola Sturgeon refuses to follow Boris Johnson’s lead as Scotland’s face mask rule to continue beyond ‘Freedom Day’
Hands down my favorite parts of the Broadway musical “Hamilton” are when King George III (played by Jonathan Groff) sings about the newly freed
Americans. The actor’s voice is stunning, ...

Messages of Faith: Use your freedom to serve others
"What it seems to me sometimes is that the U.S. wants to have an illustration ... Will their fight for a new Cuba lead to change? "It's not impossible," DiMaio said.
But, there are superpowers and ...

Cuba and the long unknown road ahead, can protests lead to freedom?
Today I’m speaking with Parveen Begum, one of the leaders behind Solisco, a company making electro-mobility a reality. Time to learn more about her
impact on SDG #7: Affordable and Clean Energy.

Parveen Begum: Leading the Way to Electromobility
Due to a vacation to the coast last week, I didn’t get a chance to follow up in depth to the numerous and very insightful comments to my recent column on
mental illness and addictions. Subject to work ...

The path to freedom is never complete
Central Asia has another religious freedom stan. “In Kazakhstan, all denominations can freely follow their religion,” said Yerzhan ... stereotypical thinking can
lead to a violation of citizens' ...

Kazakhstan Pledges to Improve Religious Freedom
The team I had built was losing faith in its leader, and I was lost, feeling helpless and utterly confused. I knew that I had the ability, but the drive was gone, and as an
entrepreneur, that was ...

My Business Was Generating Over 6 Figures a Month, But I Walked Away: 'It Was Dangerous to Lead Other People Down the Path I Was On'
Past and present leaders in the U.S. government stressed the need to push for religious freedom across the world during the July 13-15 International Religious
Freedom Summit held in Washington.

Past, present U.S. officials cite value of protecting religious freedom
In June, a French court indicted executives from two surveillance companies on charges of complicity in torture in Libya and Egypt, following revelations by
journalists about their alleged technology ...

Tips to Uncover the Spy Tech Your Government Buys
Scott Brabrand talks with WTOP ahead of his final school year as superintendent of Fairfax County Public Schools.

2021-2022 to be Brabrand’s last year leading Fairfax Co. schools
Chancellor Angela Merkel on Tuesday urged Germans to get vaccinated against COVID-19, saying the more people get the shot “the more free we will be
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again.” Vaccination rates in ...

Merkel tells Germans to get vaccinated for ‘more freedom’
The mayors of Albany, Troy, and Schenectady are joining forces in a renewed effort to try to boost the ranks of people of color in their fire and police departments
- a vexing issue that has long ...

Cities unify to find ways to diversity police, fire departments
Conservatives around the country have been leading the charge to do exactly that. Yet Republicans who control the Iowa Legislature refuse to follow in the
footsteps ... Noncompete clauses deprive ...

Editorial: If Reynolds wants to get Iowans 'back to work,' she should support Biden order to limit noncompete agreements
Co-founder of Ondede, she has been trailblazing new paths for India’s sexual minorities to lead change and build ... Padmashali: Let me be very clear, as a
mother, as a transgender woman ...

From Trans Visibility To Liberation—The Freedom To Be Our Authentic Selves
Christian florist Barronelle Stutzman is encouraging others to maintain their faith in God as she deals with the fallout of what she described as a "devastating"
decision by the Supreme Court.

SCOTUS decision on refusing service to same-sex couple was 'devastating,' Christian florist says
"I'm from Miami's Liberty City!" I have used many musical references to lead off my columns, but I never thought I would use 2 Live Crew. Liberty or libertad, is a
hot topic these days, as Cubans take ...

From Cuba to Africa, Liberty and Natural Resources Key to Opportunity
Westwood will break the record for major appearances without winning one if he fails at his 88th attempt at Royal St George's. However, the 48-year-old still sees
himself as a contender and believes ...

Westwood aims to follow Mickelson's lead at 88th major attempt
At Stellantis' EV Day, Jeep detailed a range of wild future tech, including off-road self-driving, vehicle-to-vehicle charging and follow-me drones.

Jeep's future tech may include follow-me drones and off-road autonomy
leading to a multiday uprising and advancing the gay rights movement. What queer culture has taught me is that I do not have to be confined by gendered or
conventional expectations for how I ...

I am proud to be a queer woman of color and for me, Pride month means greater freedom and choice for all
The draft legislation aims to address, “deliberate politico-religious projects leading ... to me. “The law of Separatism has a list of amendments that will not only
restrict civil liberty but also ...
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